I. INTRODUCTION
Until now infrared spectroscopic studies of the electronic properties and phonon spectrum of La2Cu04-based compounds were usually carried out for ceramic samples. In order to interpret such experimental results, assumptions were employed whose validity may only be established from investigations of single crystals. Some progress was achieved in Refs. 1 -3, wherein the authors observed anisotropy of the infrared reAectivity spectra of La2Cu04 single crystals relative to the c axis, analogous to anisotropy of La2Ni04 spectra. The spectra investi- As a result of a low-temperature annealing of single crystals at 300 K in a vacuum for several days (the annealing was followed by periodic cooling down to 77 K to measure the temperature dependence of the reAectivity spectra) there appeared in y(T) a characteristic addition al maximum, analogous to' that in Refs. 8 and 9, at T&=220+5 K that shifted towards T&=250+5 K with increasing annealing time (curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 ). In accordance with Refs. 6 -9, this can be attributed to a partial liberation of oxygen from the surface layer of the sample due to annealing, which increases T~. The measurements of y( T) were conducted by the Faraday method and a modified shielding method.
"plates" are identical. This suggests that the observed peculiarities have the spectrum identical to that of the mirror smooth surface in the range of 50 -5500 cm ' too. (001) ' . It has been found that the reAectivity spectra from the basal plane (q~~c, Elc, see labelings of Fig. 6) are analogous to the spectrum of Fig. 3 Besides the considered lines, we have observed at T =300 K comparatively weak 500, 520, and 600 cm lines. The presence of these lines may be associated with the fact that in the investigated temperature range LazCu04 has not the tetragonal but the orthorhombic structure. In accord with Refs. 1, 9, and 10, the transition from the tetragonal to the orthorhombic phase occurs via the rotation of Cu06 octahedra against the pseudotetragonal b axis by an angle with the (001) direction of approximately 3' at 300 K. In this case, the unitcell volume doubles, and apart from removal of degeneracy lifting of the E"modes of the tetragonal phase, under the transition to the orthorhombic phase, additional lines in the infrared ref)ectivity spectra may appear, since the modes with Brillouin reAection in the case of the tetragonal phase can be excited at the I point (due to the doubling of the tetragonal unit cell). Therefore they can manifest themselves in the infrared spectra. ', and T ) T~, the probability of the appearance of which seems to be greater the closer T is to T~. Therefore, the absence of these lines in the spectrum of the starting crystal at 300 K may be explained by the fact that in it T~= 8 K, which is much lower than 300 K, as contrasted with the case of the annealed crystal ( T~= 220 -250 K).
